
Wooden Birds Duck Set
Read More
SKU: 00652
Price: ₹1,176.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Decor, Idols
Tags: car decor, home décor, table decor, table top,
wooden artifact, wooden idols

Product Description

Rajasthani Art Wall Shelf
Read More
SKU: 00561
Price: ₹5,101.60 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Decor, Storage / Organiser

Product Description
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Are you a reader? Now enhance the appearance of your wall with this beautiful Rajasthani
Kathputli designed book shelf. This wall shelf is distinctively designed to add character to your
walls and can be used to place decorative items and store books. This shelf has a dimension of
18”x17.5”x10” (Height x Width x Depth) and occupies less space and gives an ethnic look to
your wall. Grab this unique wall shelf at a very affordable price from CRAFTS ODISHA.

Wooden elephant idol
Read More
SKU: 00267
Price: ₹2,126.88 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Elephant Statue, Animals & Birds Statues,
Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

Excellence in craft can transform even the simplest materials into glorious works of
art like this "Wooden elephant idol" fully authentic and perfectly collectible.
Material: Wood Dimension (HWL): 8x7.5x1.25 inch Weight: 0.5 kg Explication of the
drop-dead gorgeous statue:

The statue here is a replica of the largest living animal on land "The Elephant".
The giant animal statue is standing on a narrow plinth, the whole body is colored in a black
while to specify his details hues of color have been used like, yellow for ear, white for tusk,
a pink-red color used for the saddlecloth (Jhul), all the colors are making the sculpture
more breathtaking.
The ancient art of Odisha, Puri is famous for its colorful wooden carving with classical and
folk elements, Odisha is now eying to making modern sculpting too.

Significance of elephant in Hinduism/Buddhism:
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Elephants are symbols of royalty and wisdom from generations.
The elephant is considered the mount of Goddess Lakshmi, the goddess of wealth, youth,
and beauty.
The elephant head symbolizes endless knowledge and wisdom, this is why Lord Ganesha is
considered the god of wisdom, prosperity, and intellectuals.
Buddhism teaches 7 precious treasures of the universal monarch, the elephant is one of
them.

Tips to display untouched works of art:

Display the gorgeous artwork on bookshelves, the spaces among books make an awesome
art display.
Display it in a more intimate space like atop a dresser, or on a mantle.
Show off your taste in art, for each piece in the vacant corner space of your living, hallway,
study with floating coroner shelve, mounted, inlay, standing wall shelving, etc.
Great for placement on tabletops of office desks, reception, study, and more.
Opt for a traditional console table and display the statue with a few other abstract figurines
for a formal yet modern aesthetic.
Display cabinets and built-in cabinets are overwhelming of worthy collectibles.
The recessed space of the home living room, office, and restaurant play a big role in
exhibiting sculptures.
Display cases can be placed in dining, living, or bedroom catches eyeballs easily.

The usefulness of the elephant statue:

Black elephant invites prosperity & success in home,
Brings positive energy and luck into life.
Placing a statue in the bedroom is a Vaastu sastra solution for infertility.
They are known for their incapable memory & wisdom so keeping one of his statues in the
study room will be beneficial for luck in academics.
Place him at the entrance facing North of the office/business will invite success &
professional growth.

Easy & facile way of dusting your home decor statue:

If they are out in the open then your home decor statue accumulates dust & debris but
don't worry it won't take much of your time to clean.
With a soft rag or tea towel wipe the statue all over. keep it clean from time to time, so
that its charm & beauty will last long.
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Wooden elephants book holder
2pcs
Read More
SKU: 00266
Price: ₹4,256.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Elephant Statue, Animals & Birds Statues,
Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

Give your bookcase a new look. Check out CRAFTS ODISHA quirky wooden elephant
book holder. This is a very classy and elegant item that you can't get enough of! The
best part? its wonderful details. Material: Wood Dimension (HWL): 9.25 x 6.25 x 1.25
inch Weight: 1 kg On show:

The artifact described here is a unique elephant book holder.
The set has multiple bright colors,  beautifully depicted with red cloths over his head and
back, presented facing each other with raised trunks.
The profundity of the craftsman made the craft decoration enduring,  exquisite,  and varied
masterpieces that are stunning and fabulous to make you fall for it.

Make the most of your home space with the handy-dandy book holder:

The book holder has a classy elegance that perfectly fits your needs and style of storing
books.
With a unique design, it is not only favorable for keeping books but also serves as a decor
piece for your home.
Think outside the box by exhibiting it on curio /glass and china cabinet as an accent piece.
Make your little one enjoy getting their hands on books without any assistance.
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Incorporate some visual interest by adding the crafty wooden sculpt to the interesting
display on the wall-mounted suspended shelve, floating shelve, etc.
A perfect-sized bookshelf that fits exactly right beside the bed.
The book holder is an appealing art of display, to exhibit anywhere in your home, foyer, or
office on a corner shelf, built-in, console, or on the sideboard.
Add both storage and style to your side table with this unconventional and unique
bookcase that adds an interesting addition to your home.
Don't hesitate to make the most of the unused wall shelf, by converting it into an artifacts
displayer.

Dusting guide for the craft decoration:

Every material needs a different cleaning method. Wooden sculpture also needs a bit of
maintenance to keep its sustainable beauty.
With our simple maintenance guide, your craft decoration will long last and look as
beautiful as the first day.
Wipe down the statue with a simple wash cloth(dry), every once in a while is enough to
keep its lustrous appearance.
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